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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
-_. 
Metric English. 
Symbol 
rnit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tiolt 
Length _____ _ l rneter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) Time _______ _ t second ___ 
---- --------
s second (or hour) _______ sec. Cor hr.) 
Force _______ _ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound __ ___ lb. 
PoweL ______ P horsepower Cmetric) _____ 
----------
horsepower __ ____ __ ___ hp. 
Speed ____ ___ V {kilometers per hOllL _____ k.p.h. miles per hOUL ___ ____ m.p .h. meters per second __ _____ m.p. feet per second ________ Lp.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft. /sec.2 
ltV Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mk2 . (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper sub cript.). 
Ooeffi.cient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
St.andard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° O. and 760 mm; or O.OOn78 lb.-ft .-4 sec. 2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lh ./cu . ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p VJ 
Lilt, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= :!s 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODi=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Cross-",,-ind force, absolute coefficient Oc= lJ.~ 
Q, 
n, 
Vl 
p -' 
}.L 
'Y, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 In. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° 0., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
nun1ber is 274,000) 
Oenter-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, a bsolutE' (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
- - - - - ~- - -- - - -- - -- - -
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MMARY 
S imultaneou measurem nt have been made oj the 
sp eel oj flame and the Ti e in pre ure during e:rplosions oj 
mixtu1'es oj carbon monoxide, normal heptane, iso-octane, 
and ben zene in a 10-inch spherical bomb with central igni-
tion. From these record , jundamental P1'01Jerties oj the 
explosive mixtures, which aTe independent oj the apparatu , 
have been computed. The tTansjo1'mation velocity, 01' 
speed at which flame advances into and tran ifoTm the 
explo ive mixture, increa es with both the temperatuTe and 
the pressure oj the unburned gas. The Tise in pTe SUTe has 
been corTelated with the mass oj chaTge inflamed to show the 
COUTse oj the energy development. 
omparable mixtuTes oj the thTee hyelrocaTbon juel ex-
panded about the ame amount upon bU1'1ling and there-
fOTe developed about the same power, de pite differences in 
the rate of bU1'1ling. The addition oj ethyl fluid pToduced 
no m asurable change in flame speed over the range oj 
condition studied. one oj the characteTi ti cs oj normal 
burning seems to give a clu as to the relative tendency oj 
juel to knock. The ob erved values of pressure aTe lower 
than these calculated on the assumption that Teacti on goes 
to equi lbTium within a veTY short distance behind the flame 
front. This fact, togetheT with other' independent evidence 
points to a continued evoluti on oj energy within gas that 
has already been traven ed by flame. 
INTllOD CTION 
The practical objective of research on gaseous com-
bustion, from the viewpoint of the automotive ngineer, 
is the improvement of the combustion proce a a 
source of power in engine. The character of the ex-
plosion grea tly influence th power and efficiency and, 
to a considerable extent, affects moothne s of operation. 
Although the modern internal-combu tion engine has 
attained a high tate of mechanical perfection, many 
important detail of i t combustion process remain 
ob cure. Variou means of controlling the explo ion 
have been devi ed, but each improvement has increa ed 
the difficulty of further advance and emphasized th im-
portance of a more exact knowledge of th fundamental 
of the combu tion proce . 
The spread of flame in an engine cylinder ha been 
followeel by various methods. The ob erved move-
ment , however, re ult from the imultaneou operation 
of numerous factor that are not subject to independ-
ent control. Thus the engine, with i ts highly compli-
cated combu tion proce s, is poorly adapted to funda-
mental iudie aimed at the isolation and preci e evalua-
tion of the eparate effect of the operating variables. 
Recognizing this fact , the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautic ha supported a continual inves-
tigation at the ational Bm'eau of tandard to obtain 
uch ba ic data for impler types of explosion under 
carefully controlled condition. 
ome of the more immediate objective of the e 
studie are: 
1. T o provide additional information concerning the 
influence of the mass motion of the gase upon the veloc-
ity of the flame. 
2. T o develop fact that will help to evolve a clear, 
general picture, on a molecular cale, of the proce of 
ignition and of the structure and the mode of propaga-
tion of flame. 
3. To measme the transformation velocity, or the 
peed at which flame propagates into and transform 
variou explo ive mL'(tures. Thi transformation veloc-
ity, a distino-ui hed from the more readily ob erv d 
peed at which flam move in space, i a ftill.lamental 
property of the mi:"ture that determine the rate of 
.. . pre ure n e ill. an engme. 
4. To evaluate certain indexe of the inherent energy 
of the explo ive mixture, such a the expansion ratio 
and the ri e in pres ure per unit mass con umed. 
5. To letermine, if possible, the individual eIl'ect 
of charge compo ition, temperature, and pres ure upon 
the burning characteristics of various fuel. 
6. To search for po ible relations among the n rmal 
bUlnino- characteristics of explosive mixtme , their 
phy ical and chemical properties, and their tendency 
to knock in an engine. 
7. To obtain additional evidence as to the presence 
or absence of afterburning; that i , of continued evolu-
tion of energy in gases already traversed by the flame 
or, more exactly, the flame front. 
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. To study the period ju t after ignition, during 
wbich the flame front bas a po itive acceleration. 
orne of the e objective have been attai.ned, either 
in whole or in part, in the studie herein reported; 
other of these obj e tives remain as subj e t for future 
inve tigation. 
Perhaps the imple t method yet devi eel (references 
1 to 6) for studying explosion is one that make u e of 
a soap bubble blown with an explosive mL\:ture and 
fired by a spark at it center. High-sp ed motion 
picture of u h xplo ion , which take place at C011-
taut pre ure, how that a tiny sphere of flame origi-
na te at the park o-ap an 1 grows in radius at constant 
Snf7pr,'rn/ bomb 
Typcal 
indicator 
circuit 
window 
ture, and concentration of watN vapor within the bubble 
i impracti able. In addition, the method cannot be 
used for fuels such as hydrocarbons that dis 01 ve in the 
oap film. 
In order to extend the sco e of the experiments, it 
eemed desirable to replace the soap film by a meta l 
sphere, in which initial charge compo ition, teropera -
till'e, and pres ure co uld be controlled and varie,l over 
a much wider ranO'e than is ossible ,,-ith the bubble 
method. In uch a con tant-volillne bomb, provi ion 
must be made for ftccurat ly and simultaneou ly 
recording boLh th spread of the pherical flame surface 
from the centra'! park gap nd the re lilting rise in 
Fixed slit 
Film 
drum 
TIme-signal 
ct"rcud 
220v. D.C. line 
FIG UIlE I.- Diagrammatic repr~scnlatioD of apparatus. 
pe d, retainino- it pherica.l hape until all the mixture 
i inflamed. From photographic records showing the 
ou tward movement of the fl ame lrOll t , i t i po ible to 
eompute a,n expansion ratio, namely, the ratio of the 
volume of the finaJ ball of name to that of the orio-inal 
bubble, and the transform ation velocity or the funcl a-
men tal peed of fl ame with respect to the explosive 
mLxtlU'e. 
Value of the e characteristic have b en ohtained 
for a variety of imple ga eO lls mL\:ture , both with and 
without the addition of inert gase to the flLcl-o)..-ygeH 
mLxtm es. (ee reference 1 to 7.) 
The bubble, or on tant-pre ure, metl~cl ha the 
great advantage that it requires nei ther the measure-
ment of a rapidly changino- pI' ure or of O'a flow . I t 
yields, however, only mean values of tran formation 
v locity and expansion ratio [or the entire explo ion. 
Independent variation of the initial ])re m e, tempera-
pre sure. From records of thi kind, installtalLeou 
val lies of several buming characteri tic may be cal-
culated at any desired stage in the explosion. 
Till repor t de cribe the equipment and pre:;ents 
the re ult that have been obtained to date with sll ch a 
homb at the National Bureau of tan lard 
APPARATUS 
Briefly, the apparatus con ist of a 10-inch pherical 
bomb wi th a central park gap, a window through 
which the progress of the nn.me r an be photoO'raplLi,)ally 
recorded, and SL\: indicators of the elastic-diaphragm 
type arl'ano'ed to produce a record of the 1'i e in 
pres ure on the ame ftlm. The e ential features are 
repl'e en ted schematically iu fio'ure 1, which i largely 
elf-explanatory and to which r ference will be made 
as the con tituent par t of the equipment are individu-
ally describ d. 
_ .. _ _ __ 1 
FLAME SPE EDS AND ENERGY CONSLDE RATIO 
Spherical bomb.- Figure 2 is a photograph of the 
assembled bomb, rigidly uppor ted on trurmions 
provided with leveling crews by means of which the 
narrow window is made ver tical. The bomb it elf 
con i t of two identical pherical gmen ts of stainle . 
teel (in ternal radiu , 12. 243 cm. ) between which the 
window a embly i clamped. The window, a short 
FOR E X PLOSIO Nf:; 11 A SPHE HlCAL B OMB 3 
Portions of the pre m e indicators, to be de cribed 
later , are shown in figure 2. The firing electrode and 
the valve for introducing and withdrawing the gases 
are concealed at the rear of the bomb. The central 
park gap is formed by two O.5-millimeter t lU1gsten 
wire , en tering radially in the lower rear quadran t of 
the bomb. 
F IGU HE 2.- '1'110 spherica l bomb. 
cylindrical ring of pyrex glas , is suppor Lecl in rece es 
in two tainles - ·teel ring and sealed wi th hard wax. 
The {uner urface of the glas window i flu h wi th 
tbe wall of the bomb, so that the combustion chamber 
i spherical, except for the %-in h cylindrical elemen t of 
glas . The upporting rino-s for the window are cu t 
away in front to make the full ver tical diameter of the 
bomb vi ible. H eavy bolts hold the par ts of the bomb 
together, except in the r eo-ion through which the fl ame 
is photographed, 'where a heavy clamp serve this PUl"-
po e withou t obstructino- the view of the flame. 
Camera.- Figurc 3 is a general view of the appa.l'a t u J 
showing the bomb and its auxilia ry equipmen t on one 
table and the camera on another . The es ential fea-
tures of the camera are shown diagrammatically in fig-
ure 1. A lens (F3.5; effec tive focal length, 7 incIte) 
focli e the central plane of the bomb on a v r tical ele-
men t of a motor-driven drum carrying a 3%-inch by 12%-
inch fihn . As the drum revolve about its vertical axi , 
succes ive elemen ts of the film are exposed to the light 
th a t comes through the narrow window of th e bomb 
and produce a con tinuou record of the growth of thr. 
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sphere of flame. A fued vertical slit, 0.0 inch wide, is 
placed as near the film as practicable to mcrea e the 
sharpness and to conb'ol the timing of the image. 
Just ahead of the fixed lit is a slotted tube, which 
rotates on a vertical axi to act as a shutter for the 
lit. This hutter, in effect, locates the image of the 
firing spark near the leading end of the film and lin1~ 
In operation, the shutter is initially placed in its 
limiting counterclockwise posi tion (closed), tbe drum 
is brought to the desi.Tecl constant speed, and catd1 D, 
holding lever L in an inoperative position, is man.ually 
'I released. A till leaf pring then suddenly hifts the 
lever L, engaging pin P in the spiral A, which thereafter 
synchronizes the position of the lever with that (If the 
r -
FIG UR E 3.- General view of apparatus. 
it the exposure to about fom-fifth of a revolution of 
the drum. The mechanism for controlling the opera-
tion of the hutter i mounted on the cover plate of the 
camera, a shown in figure 4. 
The coil pring C exert a couple tending at all times 
to rotate the shutter S in a clockwise direction. The 
time at which such rotation i permitted are :/i\:ed by 
an e capement lever E, the position of which is in turn 
determine 1 by the position of a econd lever L. This 
lever L i actuated by means of a pin P, which can be 
engaged in a spiral slot A in a disk rigiclly attached to 
th e film drum. 
- - - -- - -- .---
rotating drum. When the leading end of the film has 
just pas ed the fixecl slit, the lever L has pushed the 
e capement lever E to such a position that the shutter 
will be quicldy opened by the spring C. In thi po i-
tion, it is again stopped by the e capement lever, just 
a one of the shutter arm to which the spring:; are 
attached closes a contact that fire the charge in the 
bomb. Fmther movement of the levor L doe not alter 
the po ition of the e capement lever cmtil the tn.iling 
end of the film approaches the fL"Xed slit. At this ·jime, 
the end of lever L moves off tlle escapement lever, per-
mitting a second clockwi e rotation of the shuttl~l" to 
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the econel closed po ition. The levers and the shutter 
are ea ily reiurned manually io the cocked po ition . 
A flexible liding loor of prinoo teel in the rear of 
the camera case gives access to ihe drum, upon which 
ihe ends of the film are attached beneath inset meial 
trip beld in their lot by screw. Tb e u e of uper-
en iiive panchromatic f11m require thai the film be 
attached and removed in total darknes . 
FIGURE 4.-Top view of camera. 
The film drum i directly connected to the armatul"C 
of a direc i-current motor, the speed of which may be 
increased to approximately 4,200 r . p. m. , correspond-
inoo to a film speed of about 73 feet per second. An 
electric tachometer i u ed to adjusi the drum peed 
preliminary to firing. 
Pressure indicators.- ince sati factory re ult re-
quire high accmacy in the mea urement of pressme, 
great care wa taken in the development and the u e of 
the pres me indicator . The diaphraoom type of indi-
cator was selected because of it inherent simplicity, 
adaptabiliiy, and bigh sen itivity. T e t experiment 
showed that pa sages and backirw di k could not be 
tolerated on the explo ion side; tli e diaphragms were 
therefore mounted to form a part of the wall of the 
combusion chamber. 
The detail of an indicator are hown in figLU'e 5. 
The pring-steel diaphragm D i clamped between the 
two bras body pfLrt C1 and C2 through the right- and 
left-hand th1" aded band B. The electrode E i threaded 
(X inch , 4 ) thTough the lower part of the gland G and 
is ealed again t leak by paraffll1ed leather packing P 
above the threa.d. Gland G, and hence al 0 t.h e elec-
trode, is insulated from the re t of the indicaior by ihe 
mica wa ber M and an air pace. Tb at par t of the 
electrode above the packiI1D" i threaded to accommo-
date the lock nut N, which removes backla b , and Lbe 
bakeli te wheel W, which i graduated to provide for 
mea m ement of static sen itivity of the indicator. 
The tainless- teel ontact F on the lower end of the 
electrode i slightly conical, with the vertex of the cone 
o INCHes 2 3 
FIG URE 5.- Details of a pressure indicator. 
toward ihe cen ier of ihe diaphra.gm. Tbi contact 
erve to upport the diaph:ragm after Lhe circuit i 
clo ed and to onduct beat away wh en the flame reacbes 
the diaphragm. The ring R behind the diaphragm fixes 
the effective diameter, which in the experiments re-
ported herein was in every case 1 ~f6 in h . The pre sure 
in the pace behind the diaphragm , which may be con-
trolled through tube TJ wa always made negligibly 
small by evacuation. All of the parts are made of 
bras , except those already specified. 
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Preliminary te ts indir.ated that steel diaphragm 
0.002 inch thick and t}{6 inch in free diameter offered 
a atisfa tory compromise between sen itivity an 1 
inertia effects, particularly wh en subj ected to a high 
initial radial tension. Tn order to introduce this ten ion, 
the indicator , while 100 ely a sembled withou t clamp-
ing the diaphragm, were cooled with 11'Y ice. With 
the body of the indicator n,t this temperature and with 
a rod I ~\6 inch in diameter heated ju t above the 
melting point of tin (232° .) held firmly again t the 
diaphragm, the band wa ' tiahtened and the hot dia-
phragm clamped in the colI bra . Upon retuming to 
room temperatur , the diaphragm cooled and shrank 
while its clamping rings warmed and expanded, leaving 
the diaphragm tau t and flat. ome slipping of the teel 
relative to the bra i thought 0 have occurred, ina -
much a the sensitivi t ies of the i)](licators were nearly 
alike after thi treatment. Additional tension, with it 
consequent deer a e in in rtia error, was introduced by 
evacuating the pace behind the diaphra.am ,thu in-
troducing an initial deflection. 
Each indicator i attached to the bomb by eiah t stud 
bolts, ,.hich pass through hole H ill the indicator. By 
mean of approp ria te steel sleeves S, the force holding 
the indicator again t the bomb i applied only to body 
part C1. Di tortion of other parts of the indicator 
are thus avoided. The seal to the bomb is made by 
placing a thin ga ket of oft aluminum between a flat 
urface on the bomb and the V-shape bead on C1. 
Temperature controL- The pressure indicators, hav-
ing taut teel diaphragms in bra mountings, were 
found to be quite ensitive to temperature. 111 order to 
minimize errors from this ource, the room in which 
the bomb was u ed wa provid d with refrigeration and 
with automatically co ntrolled compen ating heaters. 
The initial temperature of the bomb in all the experi-
ments herein reported did not yary by as mu ch as 
0.1 ° C. from 25° Such control effectively eliminated 
en Ol that migllt have aTis n in i ts absence. 
Measurement of static pressures .- All tatic pre -
ure were mea ured with a mercury manometer. 
Re orclccl values 01 pressure are in term of mercury /l,t 
0° C. and standard gravity. 
Electrical circuit for indicators .- ln ol'd Cl' to produ ce 
a pho tographic record howing th e exact instaJlt at 
wmch the diaphragm of a.n indicntor made con tact with 
it in ulated electrod e, the arrangement shown in 
fla ure 1 was used. Briefly , conta.ct between dia phragm 
and electrode remove the llcgn ti vc bins on the grid. of 
vacuum tube 2A3 acting ,) a reln y, permi tting Lhe 
plate current to flow Lh l'OlWh a crater- ty pe neon lump. 
This circuit was found to have ,1 time Jag of only ] 3 
micro econ 1 and, ince but a very small curren t pas e 
through the indicator contact, no difficul ties witb 
fouling or pitting of the contacts have been experienced. 
Light from the neon lamp hin es through a pinh Ie 
onto a mi1'1'or and is reflected in to the camera lens 
which focuse it , through the shutter and fix ed it , to 
give a sharp lin as the drum revolve . The origin of 
this line (see fig. 6) , which is ll arp and readily mmtsul'-
able, show when the explosion press ure has reached the 
val ue for which the inclic~1tor was set. 
Six in1ilar inl icators, each \, ith i ts individu aln,cord-
ing circuit, provide for the establisbment of six points 
on the time-pre ure curve for each explo ion. ('veral 
explosion from indentical ini tial conditions arc re-
quired to determine the entire pressure curve. 
Time-signal system.- Time signal are reco rd"d on 
each f11m by a seventh neon lamp , whicb i made to 
fl ash 1,056 .7 times pel' second with driving equipment 
also shown in figure 1. The oscillations of a ma ll 
tlming fork , driven by a 6-volt storage battery , are 
transformed in 0 electric impulses by a tiny micro-
phone. These impulse are amplified and then a.pplied 
to the grid of a vacuum tu e, the plate current of 
which light the n on lamp in ynchronism with the 
fork. The frequency of the fork was measured by 
comparison with the stand ard l,OOO-cycle upply of the 
National Bureau of tanclards and fo und to be inde-
pendent of room temperature and driving voltnge ovcr 
th e ra.nges wh ich were experienced in el'vice. 
Magnification factor .- lt being necessary to co nvert 
image size, as mea ured on the film, to actual ize of the 
sphere of flame, the magnmc tion factor of the lens 
ystem had to be determined. F or this purpo e, an 
f\,ccura te teel cale, placed vertically at the plane of the 
spark gap , was photograph ed through the window of the 
bomb . From this record , the ratio of linage to object 
size was mea ured along the entire diameter or the 
bomb . The recor 1 having been photographed through 
th e window, the corrections i cluded any distortions 
d li e to imperfections in th e gla s . Additional correction 
was also made for the fact tl lat the phere of .lame 
approached the camera len as it grew in size. 
PROCEDURE 
Setting the indicators .- Priol' to etti ng the PI' s ure 
indicators, the temperatme of the room and the bomb 
\Va brough t to 25°C. ompre sed air was then lowly 
admitted to the bomb un til the pressw'e reached the 
highest value to be ob erved during the particular 
explosion. The electro le of an indicator was then 
aclj u ted to the po ition where contact with the dia-
phragm was jut broken by tightening th0 lock nut N 
of figLll'e 5. Admi ion of air, as then continued very 
.Jowly until con tact wa remade, a indicated by the neon 
Jamp. Th e pre"sure at whicb the lamp ca me on wac read 
to the neare t 0.1 millimeter of mercury on a long 
mercury manometer, which could be u ed for aU pres-
ures up to 45 pound per squ 1'e in h absolute. The 
pre sm e in the bomb was then lowly decrea ed t'l the 
Jamp went out and raised agai a before, reading the 
pre sm e at the time of make. The proces was r epeated 
until everal succe sive ob ervations of pl'eSSLll'e were 
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wi ~h j ll ± O. l mil limeter of mercury of til e mean. The 
mean was taken a the pressure for which the indicator 
wa et. The pre ure in the bomb was then dropped 
to the next value elected for ob ervation , a imilar pro-
cedure wa followed in setting the second indicator , and 
so on lm til all ix had b en et. 
Preparation and introduction of explosive mixtures .-
In all the mL\:tures studied, the oxygen wa pre en t in 
exactly tbe correct proportion for complete burning of 
tbe fuel. Eacb mixture of CO and O2 con tained 2.69 
mol pel' en t of H 20 , ince data on hi par ticular 
mixture were ava,iln.ble from previous meaSlU'ements 
(reference 7). The result include data for thi CO 
~ank into Ul e ev,Lcuatcd bOJll b. In orc/ er to prepare 
the mixture, the evacuated tank was connected to a 
receiver con taining the liquid hydrocarbon and to a 
H2 0 4 manometer . The hydrocarbon vapor wa ad-
nutted to a previou ly selected pressure a indicated 
by the ma nometer. A mixtlU'e of N2 and O2 containing 
36 .7 percent O2 was then admit ted until the quanti ty 
of o:'..]'O'en was chemically eq uivalen t to the hydrocarbon 
presen t . The total pressure of the nllxture wa about 
two atmospheres in each ca e, 0 that i..x 01' even 
uccessive run [rom an initial pres ure of one atmo -
phere co uld be made from one tank of mL\:ture. After 
the gnse were admitted to the 25-gallon tank, the nux-
FIGURE G.- Typical explosion rccord. 
rnix tul'e exploded at ini tial pre sure of X, X, and 1 
atmo phere and for dry nlixtlU'es of normal heptane, 
iso-octane (2, 2, 4 trimethyl pen tane), and benzene 
with oA'Ygen-em iched air, initially at a total pressure of 
1 atmosphere. 
The mixture of CO, O2, and H 20 were prepared in 
the bomb i t elf from pw' , dry CO made by dehydra-
tion of fornlic acid, pure el ctroly tic oxygen, and 
di tilled H 20 . The evacuated bomb wa first con-
nected to a mall fla k of water and an oil manomet er. 
The water wa admitted until its pre ure, a indicated 
by the manometer , reached 2.69 percent of the total 
pre UTe which wa to be attained. The CO and O2 
were then separately adnlitted lmtil their par tial pre -
sure were 64.87 and 32.44 percent, respectively, of the 
con templated total At 1 as t 15 minutes were allowed 
for mixing before the charge wa fired . 
The mixtures of hydrocarbons with emiched air were 
prepared in a 25-gallon tank and withdrawn from thi 
191932-4()--2 
tu re wa allowed to stand for several day , d lU'ing which 
time heat wa applied at in tervals to in ure complete 
mlxmg. E xplosive mL\:t lU'e wa wi thdrawn from the 
tank in to the evacuated bomb to the desired total 
pressUl'e. 
Typical explosion record .- Figw·e 6 i a full-scale 
reproduction of a typical explosion record, the fuel in 
this par ticular ca e being benzene. The entire travel 
of the flame i hown from the parI" seen at the apex 
of the yrnmetrical V - haped trace, to the bomb wall. 
ome extraneous ligh t leaves an image out ide the 
bomb wall when the flame i nearly full ize, probably 
owing to l'eftections from black surfaces a tbe angle 
of incidence al proaches 90°. 
Adj acent to the flame trace i the time record con-
sisting of a series of uniform dashe of lmown frequency. 
Beyond are the Lx line con tituting the pre ure 
record. R elative position of the fixed slit , the firing 
park, and the neon lamps were obtained by making 
J 
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tb e exposme hown ncar Lhe ceIlLer of the record with 
th e film tationary. ince the lef edge of the sli t 
should be in line with the firing park fo ), mo t accu-
rate timing, a mall porLion of this edge wa cut away 
in the neighborhood of Lb spark crap to inslll'e that 
tbe park would alwny appear in the pictme. Tbe 
greater width of the li t in thi region acco un ts for the 
brighter treak down the center of the fbme rccorcl. 
The el ctrodes a t the park O'ap photograph a a thin 
dark line, which serve a an axis of zero flame el i -
placement. 
The ligh t treak extending across the frO'me is a still 
picture of the fixed sli t in the camera, th neon liO'h t 
of the pres m e indicators, and the firinO' park, mnele to 
peTmit the evaluation oC mall correction for lack of 
alinement. 
Measurement of the explosion reeords .- For pur-
po es of measurement, each film was accurately alined 
on a piece of finely cross-rule 1 paper from which points 
on both upper and lower fla,m trace were read at 
convenient mall inter va,l . Values of fl ame radius, 
twice l' ad with the aid ot a gla to thc nearcst 0.05 
millim tel', were corrected for any eli tortion pro lu ed 
by the window nn 1 for the approach of the flame to-
ward the lens. R eadings thu corrected were multi-
plied by a pre\riously determined magnification factor 
to yield actual values of flame radius. The di tance 
from the firing spark to each measured value of radiu 
W fiS corrected for any misalinement of the flring spark 
and the timing dge of the slit and then wa conver ted 
to i t equivalent in time by multiplying by a factor 
determined from measuremen t of the da bed time 
record. A large- cale plot of flame radius in centi-
meter again t time in milliseconds wa then prepared. 
Generally there wa clo e agreement between the two 
flame traces on a given record . Where any di erepan-
cie exi ted, the curve was drawn be t to represent all 
point. The flame trace thu obtained for the everal 
explosion under identical condition showed mall 
,-ariation but were, in mo t cn es, practically parallel, 
indicating that the difl'ercnce were prmcipally in the 
very early tage, ju t after ignition . A mean time-
l'ftdius curve for each initial tate wa fmally prepared 
by averaging five or more individual flame trace. 
The interval between the firing park and the record-
ing of each indicator wa carefully measured on the 
films, corrected for any misalinement of the spark and 
the neon lamp a shown by the still picture , and 
conv rted to milli econ Is. C01'1'e ponding values of 
pre ure and time for the several explosion a t a given 
condition exhibited th ame mall variations a were 
found [or the several flame traces. Th e relation be-
tween pre ure and flame radiu , however, was very 
con i tent [or all runs at a O'iven initial condition, 
indicating that variation between runs were due larO'ely 
to variations in flame peed, chiefly in the very early 
stage, rather than to variations in the volum;) of 
inflamed ga required to produce a O'iven pre Ul'e lise. 
The experimental data [or a given initial state yield 
(l) a compo ite cmve of flame radiu again t time 0 b-
tained by averaging imilar cm ves for from fiVl3 to 
even explo ions lmder identical initial eonditions, an d 
(2) a set of from 30 to 42 corresponding values of 
pre m e and flame radius [or the ame explo ion . 
Pre me-tinlc CUlTe were obLained from the two rela-
tion previou 1y described. 
METHO D OF ANALYSI 
Equations by which the desired characteristics can 
bc computed may be evolved if it i a umed that, (1) 
the flame front is at all time fL spherical surface; (2) 
compression of the 1mbmned ga is adiabatic, that i , 
no radiation is ab orbed an d no heat i 10 t by [)On-
duction; (3) the ga m:L'\':ture obey the perfect ga 
law, except that spectro copic values of specific l:eat, 
which vary with tempel'atm e, are 11 ed; and (4) the 
pre ure at allY instant i wliform througbout the entire 
vohun o[ t.he bomb . Tbe e assumption are a11 
reasonably con ect, particularly for the fi rst part 0:: the 
eArplo ion. 
Symbols.- The symbols needed [or the analysis and 
used throughout thi repor t h ve the following SlO'-
nifi cance: 
R , 1'a tius of the pherical bomb (12.243 em. ). 
k, ratio of specific beat at cOllstan t pres ure to that 
at eOll stan t vohuno. The values of Ie used for the CO 
and hydrocarbon mixtme at 25° C. arc 1.396 and 1.389, 
re pectively. 
The following y111 bol repl'esen t instan taneous alue 
at t ime t: 
p, total pre sm e. 
r, racliw3'of th e phere of flame. 
M , mass of ga mixture. 
V, volume. 
D, density. 
E, e)..--pansion ratio (ratio o[ the volwne of inflamed 
gas at p to the volum e of tho ame mass of unburned 
ga atp). 
" observed speed of flame in space (~;} 
I, tran formation velocity (v locity of flame relative 
to the unbmned ga ). 
Su, velocity of the wlburned O'as a t the flame front 
(S.- t). 
The in tan t of iO'llition i co nsidered the referc'n ce 
zero of t ime. All propertie of t.he ga mixture ir i t 
initial state ar e known and will be designated by the 
ubscript 0, while those of the un burn d and th bW'necl 
portion of tbe charge arc identified by the subscr ipt 
u and b, respectively. 
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Equations.- UppO e, a. ilillstl' l1ted in figure 7, that 
the flame front has a radius l' at t ime t . In the next 
increment of time dt, the flame front, advanclllg in to 
the unblU'ned gas at a velocity 1St , traverses a hell of 
thickness Stdt. The total expansiolJ occ-ulTing in time 
dt within the phere of radius r+ Stdt inCl'eases the 
total pressure by dp and forces the inner boundary of 
the remaining unburned ga outward to l' + clr. Since 
the flame front move a total d.istance dr in time elt, 
its instantaneous velocity in pare i ISs= ~;' 
During the inflammation of the shell of gas of thick-
ness Stelt, the remaining unbuTlwd gas undergoes an 
l'IGURE 7.- Diagram for purposes of mathematical analysis. 
adiabatic volume change of -41rT2(dl'-Stdt) in a total 
volume of 4 /3-rr(R3- l'3) . Appl}ing the adiabatic law 
in differential form to this compression, 
elp _ k"dV,,_ 3kur2(ell'- Steli) (1) p- -----v:-- (R3- l'3) 
Since Ss= ~;, equation (1) may be rewritten 
S s 3plc"l'2 dl' =X ( ) 
S s- St (R3_T3) dp - 2 
Value of ku for the unbmned mixtme were calcu-
lated from available data on specific heat . Other 
quantities that appear in the definition of X in equation 
(2) may be obtained from the e)'.'plosion records. 
Values of Ss and dr/dp are the slopes of the radius-
time and the r adius-pressure curves, respectively, and 
may be obtained either by graphical methods or 
t.hrough empirical formulation of the data. 
From equation (2), it is evident that 
S_(X-l)Ss (3) 
t- X 
Value of the transformation vC'loci ty (S,) calculated 
from eqnftt ion (3) aro tho in tan 1,aneolls l'ates at which 
the flame front advances into and transform the 
unburned cllal'ge. 
The tota l mass of ga.s wi th in the £lame front i 
}\!{o= M o- 4/ 3-rr (R 3-1·3) D" (4 ) 
in which D " may be calculated from the adiabatic 
law 
1 (p)k. D u= D o Po (5) 
The expan ion ratio E at the prevailing pre me 
may be calculated by the equation 
E=--~l-r---- (6) 
R3(~O)k. _ (R3-r3) 
ACCURACY OF THE OBSERVATIONS 
Most of the important characteristics of the pressme 
indicator und the recording systems have been pre-
ented in previou sections. Preliminary experiment 
with diaphragm of different diameters and different 
thicJmes es set to record the same pre sure showed 
that, in pite of the difl'erences in weight and amolUlt 
of movement, the times of recOl'ding were very nearly 
the ame. It is therefore believed that inertia lag 
does not introduce a seriou error with any of the 
diaphragms tried, and particularly that the lXs-inch 
by O. 002-inch cliaplu'agms uncleI' high initial tension 
provide a sati factory compromise between enS1-
tivity and inertia. 
Dming each explosion, the diaplu'agm are sub-
jected to two sources of heat; namely, direct con-
duction from the adjacent unburned gas and radiation 
from the flame. It i believed that the time intervals 
are too hort to allow any appreciable heat flow by 
con luction during the first part of the burninO', while 
there i not much change in the temperature of the 
unburned O'as. As the flame approaches the wall of 
the bomb, however, the temperature of the remaining 
unburned gas increa es more rapidly, and it effect 
upon the diaplu'agms may become appreciable. There-
fore, the accuracy of the pressures measured during the 
very late stages of the burning may be some\'lhat 
decreased. 
Heating of the diapru:aglll by radiation, like the 
beating by direct conduction, i very liO'ht during the 
early stages of the burning. Po ible effect of radi-
fLtion were examin cl experimentally by poli hing the 
inner urfaces of some diaplu'ao'm and painting others 
with optical black. With these indicators set to record 
the same pressure, the black diaphragms were fairly 
con i tent in r ecording slightly earlier than the poli hed 
ones but, in general, the difference were no greater than 
_ I 
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the accidental spread [or identical indicator. inee 
the absorption of th e blued diapbJ:'agms i nearer that 
of th e poli hed th an the black , it is believed that the 
radiant heat ab orbed by the blued diaphl"agm was 
without significant effect upon the recorded pre sure 
until very late in the bmning proce s . 
The flame speed in the miA'ture studied are 0 mall 
compared with the velocity of sOlmd tha t the ca lculated 
value of th pre m e gradients exi ting in the bomb 
nrc within the limit of error of the actual pre m e 
mea urement . Fur benn re, i t i probabl that the 
mnj or portion of tLe o-radient which does exist is con-
Gn ed to the neighborhood of the flame fronL. 
It i impo sible to a ign an absolute value to the 
probable error in th e values of pre ure mea m ed (luring 
a n explosion, but no reason has been found for believ-
ing tha t the average individual observation differ from 
Lite tru e value by more than a few tenths of a millimeter 
of mercury . The por tion of thi error that i acci-
dental, r ather than ystematic, hould be at lea t par tly 
eliminated by the mo thing operation applied in 
e tabli hing the complete pressure relations. 
The precau tions and correction u,pplied in ob taining 
value of flame radiu have been di' cu sed in a previou 
ection. :Sin ce the llame traces are con tinuou, an 
i.nfinity of measm ement of each trace i possible. 
Mo t of the error in mea mino- the films i eliminated 
by measuring the radiu at a great many place on each 
record and ub equently plotting and moothing on a 
cale about 20 time the imao'e ize. It eem rea on-
able that the smoothed value of flam radiu are not in 
error by more than 0.2 millimeter and that the error 
rarely exceed half thi amount. 
If, a t any time, the flame trace ceases to be sharply 
defined or if any deviation from a truly spherical flame 
occurs, the error in ra 1iu are larger by amOlUl t tha t 
cannot be e timated. The appearance of uch irregu-
larities i ub equen tly di cu ed . 
It i realized that orne heat i 10 t by r adia tion from 
the inflamed ga and that some of it may be ab orbed 
by the remaining unbmned charge . The interior of the 
bomb being polished, most of this radiant energy is 
doubtle s retained in the gases . The ob erved r la-
tion among pres m e, radius, and time r epresent the 
actual tate of the charo-e in th e bomb, including pos i-
ble effects of radiation. Its effects will therefore be 
r flected in the quantities derived from the ob ervation . 
D ata in the literature on radiation from the explo ive 
mixtme tudied are not adequ ate to yield reliable cor-
rection at the pre ent time. If, in the futme, such 
data become available, the derived quanti tie may be 
recomputed. The best approximation for the pre en t 
eem to be entirely to neglect the effect of radiation, 
until i t is demon trated that they are ignifican t . 
Careful study of the moothed re ult indicate that 
the acciden tal en ol' may not oTeatly exceed 0.1 luilli-
meter in r and 0.1 millimeter of mercm y III p . Al-
though no effort ha been pared to reduce the ystem-
atic errors to the e arne limits, i,here i always a p ossi-
bility that not all such omces of enol' have been elimi-
nated . E ven if the errors were actually withill t he 
ju t mentioned limits, they till con titute a re triction 
of the range over which desired characteri tic ma.v be 
derived from the mea ured quanti tie. Thi l' tric-
tion resul t primarily from the f ct that the volumo (or 
rna ) of ga that ha been inflamed fiU t be calcula ted. 
Any enol' in r i th 1'efore mul tiplied by 3 when r i 
cubed to get volume. In addition, the mass inflamed 
during the early stage of the burning appear as a mall 
difference between the large mass in the bomb and the 
comparably large ma of the unburned charge re-
maining. 
The effect of a umed con tan t error of 0.1 milli-
meter in rand 0.1 millimeter of mercm y in p lIpon the 
I I I 
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FI G li KE .- ElTecLsora urned constant errors in pressure and radius upon caJcl~a ted 
values of mas of charge inflamed. 
calculated value of the rna s of charge infl amed M b 
for the ca e of CO - O2 explosion from an initial pre "m e 
of one atmo phere are hown in figure . I t i readily 
seen that, for very small values of pressure rise, the 
observed value of both p and r would have to be much 
more accm ate than to the nearest 0.1 millime e1 to 
permit the calculation of significant value of jIb. 
Thus i t seem that at present there is li ttle hopo of 
obt aining sufficiently accurate mea urements of either p 
or l ' to be u eful during the earliest par t of the explo ion. 
F or thi reason, no at temI t wa made to mea ure value 
of pres m e ri e of less than 1.0 entimeter of mercury, 
at which condition the radiu of the flame wa ab ut 
4 centimeters. 
Of all the po sible ources of error that are known to 
the au thor , only two would tend to make tbe observed 
value of pre ure at any given value of flame radius too 
low. These ources ar inertia lag in the diaphragm and 
time lag in the electrical cll'cuit of t he indicator . 
Experinlent have hown that the effect of the e two 
somces of error are negligibly ·mall . It is ther efore 
concluded that, for a given value of r , the observed 
value of p is more apt to be too high than too low. 
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EXP LOSIO S OF CARB O M ONOXIDE AT VARIO S 
J ITIAL PRESSU RES 
During the development of the apparatus and the 
technique of ecuring and analyzing the ob ervation , 
moi t mixture of CO and O2 were used for everal 
rea on. The individual con tituent are easily pre-
pared and handled in a very pure tate and their mix-
tures in uitable proportions give a highly actini flame 
that i readily photographed. In addition, previous 
mea m ements by the soap-bubble method fmnished 
lata for compari on that were available for no other 
fuel. 
By the u e of the apparatus and the procedure a 
finally develope 1, a en e of careful measurement was 
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F IG URE 9.-Experimen tal data [or CO at three initial pressures. 
made with equivalent mixture of CO and O2 contain-
ing 2.69 percent of H 20 , fired at initial pre ure of }~ , 
X, and 1 atmo phere. Thes~ r esult are pre ented in 
tables I an i II, and time-radiu and time-pressure 
curves, obtained by smoothing the experimental data 
a described under Procedure, are pre ented in figm e 9. 
The analysis of these data illu trate the application of 
the method and reveals ome interesting characteristicr;; 
of the explo ion proces . 
Flame speeds .- In figure 10, value of S., Su, and St 
for an explo ion of the CO mixture at one-third atmo -
phere initial pre m e are plotted again t flame radiu . 
The data for one-half atmo phere initial pre sure yield 
curves having similar characteri tics. 
At the beginning of the explo ion, the tran formation 
velocity is only a mall fraction of the speed of flame 
in space. The major portion of s is the relatively 
high velocity u at which the flame front and the un-
burned charge ju t ahead are pu bed forward by the 
expan ion within the flame. TLi condition prevails 
only while the volume of the flame is small compared 
with the total volume of the bomb. A the burning 
progre e and the flame volume grow , the effect of 
new expan ion in com pre ing the unburned charge 
outward decr ase , while the amolmt of movement of 
the previou ly burned ga back toward the park gap 
increa e. The ontwar 1 gas velocity is thu diminished , 
fulally reaching zero at t he bomb wall. At this point 
the fl ame advance in pace through the last layer of 
ga at the tran formation velocity . 
During the burning, the temperature and the 
pre SlU·e of the unbmned charge rise at an ever in-
cr a ing rate owing to adiabatic compre sion. F igure 
10 show that the combined eifects of these two operat-
ing condition produce an increase inS t . 
It is obvious from the foregoing discu sion that S u, 
and hence S s, are funetion s of the radii of both bomb 
and flame. Both are also dependent upon St because 
St determin the quuntity of eJo.'Plosive rnLxtme burned 
in unit time and thus the rate of outward moti n due to 
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FI GU RE lO.- F Jame speeds [or CO at one-third a tmosphere. 
expan lOn. In addition, u and S s are affected by the 
amolmt of expansion per unit quantity of mixture 
inflamed. Thus, of the three veloci ties Ss, SUI and S t ) 
only St is characteristic of the explosive mL'Ctm e and 
independent of tbe configuration of the combu Lion 
chamber and the flame, except in ofar a the chamber 
and the flame affect the condi tions in the neighborhood 
of the reaction zone. 
Ina much as the state of the unburned charge is 
practically lmiform throughout the early stages of the 
bmning, con tant value of tran formation velocity 
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and expansion ratio migh t reasonably be ex-pected 
during this period. Such con tant value of both St 
and E would re ul t in elecrea ing value of S. and u 
cau ed by growing values of flame radius. All the 
experimental values of S ., fOl" both CO and hydro-
carbons, show, however, a mark d increa e dming the 
first part of the explosion . It ther efore follows that 
C 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I /c 13 
Flame radius, em 
FI GU RE H.-Speeds of llame in space for CO at Y.i. Y.i. and 1 atmosphere 
t or E, or both, must have value which, at the 
star t, are abnormally low but increasing. 
Unfor tunately, tho increasing value of • occur 
hortly after ignition, d1.uing that part of the burning 
for which, as illu trated in figme ,a eemingly un-
attainahle accuracy in the measurement of p and l' i 
r equire( L for the evaluation of St and E. The factor 
that pruduce the initial acceleration must therefor fl be 
tudied by some independent method. 
I n figure 11 , the valu of • for explo ions of CO 
mixtmes from initial pros ure of %, X, and 1 atmo -
phere are shown. The ini tial increa e in • become 
greater a the initial pressme i decreased, a fact 
previously ob erved (reference 8) dwing explo ion in 
a glass bomb. Other experiment (r eference and 9) 
have hown that the delay in attai.ni.ng maximum 
flame speed is also increa ed a the concentration of 
water vapor in the CO mixtme i reduced. 
A po ible explanation of the delay perio 1 is that 
ome time i required for the l'eaction zon to attain an 
equilibrium depth and structme. Ii the normal re-
action zone doe have a con iderable depth , the flame 
fron t must travel at least thi di tance from the point 
of ignition before an equilibrium tructm e can be fully 
established . Previous to the attainment of the equi.-
librium state, both St and E may be abnormally low 
and increasing toward their normal values. Ii this ex-
planation is correct, the depth of the reaction zone 
would appear to decrease as the pre ure of the un-
burned charge i raised and a the concentration of 
water vapor i increased. 
In figure 11, another abnormality in the movement 
of the flame appear in the form of a temporary increa e 
in S. in the neighborhood of 1' = 9 centimeters for the ex-
plosion from an initial pre ure of 1 atmosphere. 
imilar hump werc always prcscn t in thc c'urves for all 
cxplo ions, both CO and hydrorarbons, from a pre:3sure 
of 1 atmosph ere, but none was ever found when the 
initial pres ure was % 01' }~ atmosphere. In th general 
neighborhood of the h ump, the photographic Harne 
trace ch anges from a harp, di t inct edge to a somewhat 
blurred image. In some case , the original trace: not 
only be omes incli tinct but is gradually replaced en-
tirely by ub equent multiple t race. In figme l:~, an 
explosion record having uch a broken and multiple 
trace at point A, i hown. The effect is ea ily se n on 
the original.!legative but i more difficult to detect in th e 
reproduction. 
The deterioration of the harp flame trace and the 
accompanying increase in S . uggest a change in t he 
tructm'e of the reaction zone \ hich increases t. An 
effect of this ort might 1'e ult from a sudden change in 
the regime of burning, such as would occm if new 
reaction chains became predo inant. Excitation of 
the unbmned ga by radiation might have such an 
effect. Other po ible cau e are an unexpected de-
partme of the flame front from a truly pherical s:lape 
or localized tmbulence characteristic only of the ap-
paratus. Interpretation of the experimental data. be-
yond the point where the hump appears on t he 
curves at 1 atmo phere initial pre sure must await 
fmther re earch to determine the nature of the dis-
tm·bance. 
In figme 13, instantaneou v lues of tran form£,tion 
velocity are plotted again t total pre me for the CO 
explo ion tar ting at %, %, and 1 atmo pher e. The 
cmves for % and }~ atmo phere are inUlar and ap pear 
reasonable, but that for 1 atmosphere reflect the hwnp 
in the S . curve and therefore has a peculiar shape. 
Several i otherms have been drawn through point 
COlT spondino- to equal temperatmes in the unbumecl 
gas. A diagram of this ort would how at once the 
independent effect of charge temperatme an 1 pre~ me 
if the e were the only operatin variables affe ting St . 
Examination of the curves for the two lower pre f:mes 
and the lower portion of the curve at one atmo phere 
reveal trend in St that ar probably ignificant. 
There i a defmite incr a e in t as the charge is com-
pre sed acLiabatically. In general, the chart indicate 
also that t increases with prc sure at any constant 
temp era tme, this effect being more noticeable at the 
high er temperature and press 'e. At any con tant 
pre m e, St show a definite increa e with temperai.me. 
Thu , there is evid nce that transfolmation velociLy i 
increa eel by a 1'1 e in either the pressme or the tem-
peratme of th e unburned charge into which the flame 
is advancin0-. 
It has been pointed out that flame peeds are ab-
normally low just after ignition nd th at, for the e}:plo-
sions starting at one atmo ph ere, there i a udden and 
unexplained increa e in flame speed at about 9 conti-
meter radius. Both of the e Hect probably involve 
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FIGURE 12.- Irrcgular name trace. typical of cxplosions from onc atmospherc. 
changes in St that are no t directly a sociated with the 
change in temperatme or pre me of the un burned 
gas but instead appear to be {unction of what mio-ht 
be termed the " tage of thc explo ion." Thu , the 
stage of the explosion , a r epresented by the size of the 
flame, may, in efl'e t, consti tu te a third variable, 
exerting an influence that cannot be isolated from the 
data presented in figm 13. 
Energy relations .- The stage of the burning probably 
ha more influence on the rate at which energy is 
developed during the explosion than on the trans-
formation veloci ty becau e the pres m e rise r eflects the 
enero-y liberated throughout the entire volume of 
inflamed ga, while the transformation velocity is 
doubtle dependent only upon condi tions in the near 
neighborhood of the flame fron t. The energy relations 
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1 atmosphere. 
will now be treated independen tly of any COll ideratiOI! 
of :llame peed. 
The ma s of ga within the sphere of flame at any 
time may be calculated from the radius-pres me relation 
by equation (4). In fi gure ]4, the pre sure rise i 
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FIGURE H.- Rise in pressure produced by inflammation of various mnsses of charge 
(CO n(Y.i. )-2 . and 1 atmosphere). 
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plotted aguin t the l1la s of g1tS illIJamcd Jor the CO 
explosion from the three initial pre UTes. It i e\riclent 
that rouo-hly the same rise in pressure fe ults [rom the 
inflammation of a given ma of charge in each case. 
The mall differences in the cun ' e are believe 1 to be 
of about the ame mltgn itude as the experimental error, 
since the error i mao-nifiecl by cubing the observed 
values of flame racliu . 
All three curve, however, have much maIler lopes 
than were expected. The three tla hed lin es in the 
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FW UUE I5.-Ex perim ental aDd theoretical pressure-radius relations for C O at three 
i oi tial pressures. 
lower left-hand corner of figure 14 have slopes that were 
calculated from pm-ely thermal data for the early 
tage of the burning on the assumption that the 
chemical reaction goe to equilibrium in the flame front. 
The lope of the dashed line for one atmosphere is in 
good agreement with previou experimental results on 
the total expansion of an identical mixture fired at 
constant pre ure in a soap bubble (reference 7). 
The differences between the theoretical (da hed) and 
the eJl.-perimental (solid) pres ure-radiu relations are 
hown in figure 15 for the three series of explosiolls 
with CO. imilar difference were found later in 
tudies with hydrocarbon fuel . (See fig. 22.) At 
every experimental point, the observed pre sure is 
lower and the observed radius is higher than that 
calculated for complete bm-ning in the flame front by 
an amount too great to be ascribed to experinlenta.l 
error, unle some sy tematic error ha been completely 
overlooked. As previously pointed out, a thorough-
going search has failed to reveal any error of this ort. 
Figure 15 fmthec illu trates the relatively high precision 
of the experimental results. 
The dnttL, therefore, indicate tlHtt chemical eq"ilib-
rium of the combustion products is no t attained in a 
very tbin flame fron t, a genemlly postulated in tbeories 
of normal burning. On the contrary, there seems to 
be a delayed reaction and heat li beration which persist 
within the inB.amed gas for a considerable di t .;l.llee 
behind the Harne front . Thi ,0ncepL of [L deep l·eac-
tion zone, the thickne s of which may vary with oporat-
ing conditions, greatly complicates the interpretation 
of the results. Thus tbe slopes of the experimental 
curve of figure 14, which indicate the rate of pres me 
ri e per unit rna s of charge inflam d, reflect not only 
the energy liberated in the last increment of charge to 
enter the {lame but also the energy released in a :Ione 
of un known and perhaps changing depth. 
A direct compar; on of the energy rcln,bons a deter-
mined by the bomb <l,nd the bubble methods can be 
obtained by calculating the expansion ratio E for the 
early tage of the e. plo ion in the bomb at one atmo -
phere initial pressure by means of equation (0) . ,-)uch 
calculation show tha1, E for the cxplo ion in the b,)mb 
increases during the early stag sand reache a maAi-
mum of 6.2 when the flame radius i about .75 R. In 
the bubble experimen ts, the value E = 8.5 was obta·tned 
for the over-all expansion. of the arne mixture. The 
theoretical value E = 8.3 wa calculated from thermal 
data on the as umption that the reaction goes 1,0 
equilibriunl in the flame front. The close agreemell t 
between the theoretical value of E and that for the 
bubble is to be expected, since the value for the bu ble 
is ba ed on the completely expanded sphere of fl ame 
and thus include any expansion resulting from Gon-
tinued reaction after inflammation is complete_ On 
the other hand, the values of E , calculated for a pa:: tic-
uhr stage of the explosion in the bomb, do not include 
the energy which i latent within the inflamed gases 
and which is liberated later in the explosion, Tllus, 
the low values of E that prevail during burning in the 
bomb may reasonably be attributed to the dela,yed 
liberation of energy in the flame and are therefore 
necessarily lower than the value obtained for the over-
all expansion in the oap bubble . 
In order to secure additional and independent evi-
dence on the continued evolution of energy within the 
inflamed o·ases, sometime termed "afterbLU'ning," 
observation of the gas movement within the sphere 
of flame were made by followino- the bright trails left 
by burning minute particles of black gunpowder ljhat 
had been uspended in the mixtme. 
In thi experiment, eight human hail' , more or less 
symmetrically paced with re pect to the spark gap, 
were tretched horizontally across the bomb. At the 
center of each hair, in the line of vision of the camera 
through the window, a few fin ly ground particle:; of 
powder were attached with very dilute hellac. 
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Figure 16 i a p hotograph of aCO- 0 2 explosion from 
one atmo phere with such an arrangemen t in ide the 
bomb . The hair eem to offer no re istance to the 
mo tion of the flame, while the powder seems to ignite a 
soon as it i to uched by flame and then to burn very 
brightly. I t can be seen t hat the hot gases from th e 
powder begin to move at once to ward the cen ter of the 
bomb. This movement continues for some time after 
the flame ha reached the wall of the bomb, a indicated 
at point A in the photograpll. The outward motion of 
the powder flame in the r egions marked B is probably 
the re ul t of contraction du e to cooling at the wall. 
EXPLO IONS OF NORMAL HEPTANE, ISO-OCTA E , 
A D BENZENE 
At the completion of the studies with CO, a series of 
measuremen ts with three hydrocarbon fuel wa under-
taken . The presen tation of the results wi th these fu els 
follows the outline already used for CO, and many of 
the details need no t be repeated. 
For the sunTey of the burning characteristics of hy -
drocarbon s, the reference fuel normal heptane (zero 
octane nwnber) and iso-octane (100 octane number ) 
were selected because of their imilar chemical proper-
F IGU HE 1 6.-~lO \'C Il1C lltS wit.hin the inflamed gas. 
Two possible en cts co ulJ CH,use the flame gases to 
move toward the cen ter; namely, expan ion in the 
O"ase that urround them and contraction in the gase 
that t hey enelo e. Contraction in the enelo ed ga e 
coulcL occur only if the ga near the center were losing 
heat by radiation at a seemingly improbable r ate. I t 
is ther efore believed that the continued movement of 
the flame ga es toward the cen ter , after the flame hi t 
the wall , indicates continued expansion in an outer 
shell of ga which Ila already been traversed by flame 
and that figure 16 i thus visible evidence of afterbmning. 
It is fur tber believed that the inward movemen t of 
tllC central fl ame ga beyond poin t A cannot be due to 
burning of the powder because ueh small amoun t 
were used and because the arne movemen t of th e flame 
gas wa ob erved for each of a number of imilar ex-
plo ion where the powder was pre ent a t only one 
instead of eigh t points. 
ties but widely differen t behavior in an engin e ullder 
kn ocking conditions. Benzene, having a very different 
chemical structme, wa chosen because of its relatively 
greater tendency to preigni te than to knock. The 
comparative burning characteristics of these three fu el 
therefore seemed to be of considerable in tere t . 
Preliminary experiments with the hydrocarboll s 
showed that mixtures with pure oxygen burned too 
fast, wherea mixtures with air gave in ufficien t ligh t 
for sa tisfactory pho tographic recording. Since only 
comparative result were sough t, these difficulties were 
avoided by making the explosive mL'{tures with air 
somewhat enriched with O2 (36 .7 instead of 20.0 
percent), the fu el and O2 being always in chemically 
equivalent proportion. For all explo ions in this 
. erie, the initial pre sme was one atmosphere. 
In a nwnbel' of the figure that follow, the data 
already presented for the CO, O2, H 20 mixture explod-
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ing from one atmo phere are included to how the 
compari on of the burning characteristic for thi 
radically differen t type of explo i ve mixtm e \\Thich 
evolve roughly the ame energy as the hydr arbon 
mLxtures. 
The ba ic experimental data for the three hydro-
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FIGURE 18.- peed of Dame in space for hydrocarbons. 
carbon and CO are pre ented in table I and II and 
hown graphically in figm 17. D erived values of the 
speed of flame in pace ( s = ~:)are plotted in figure 1 . 
The differences among the fom mLxtul'es as l'epl'e ented 
in these figUl'es are far gr eater than the experimental 
uncertainties. In general form, the patial-velocity 
curves are quite imilar , each hmving the initial 
period of acceleration and the sub equent hump 
de cribed in detail for the CO explo ions. 
Although the ob erved peed Ss is, in general, a 
function of the apparatu a well as of the mixture, the 
maximum value of s hown in fig'me 1 ar e sentially 
equal to the speed at which the flame travel out,,\rard 
from a point of ignition in free pace. Thi condition 
is true becau e the maJl.'imum peed is attain ed b fore 
the walls of the bomb exert a ignificant influence on 
the expansion within the flame. Thu experiment 
with the CO mixture at atmospheric pre ure yiel.l a 
maximum value for s of 55 centimeter per second in 
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FIGU RE 19.- Expcrirnenta l pressure·rad ius relation for hydrocarbons. 
the pherical bomb, a compared with previou ly 
mea med value of 73 in a cylindrical bomb (refere;1.ce 
6) and 60 in oap bubble (reference 7)_ The ob erved 
maJl.'imum value of S s for the mixtures contain ing 
benzene, hep tane, and ctane re 1,204, 1 114, fmd 
1,036 centimeter pel' second, respectively. The varia-
tion in Ss from fuel to fuel might resul t from differen ce 
in expansion upon burning or in transformation veloci ty, 
or both. It will be hown in the following figmes t at 
the transformation velocity is b rgely respon ible for 
the ob erved differences in s. 
For each experimentally determined pres Ul'e, a 
corre ponding value of Bame racliu may be had from 
the explosion record. Every SHch point for all four 
fuel i shown in figUl'e 19 on a logarithmic scale. 
Because of the large number of observation and the 
clo e imilarity of the resul ts for all the mixtures, the 
point for the variou mixtme ha e not been sepa-
~~~~~~- .- _ . 
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rately identified in till figure. The points for 00- 0 2 
are included, but it i accidental that they are 0 close 
to those for the mi.,ture of hydrocarbon with enriched 
ail'. This fact merely indicates approximate equiva-
lence in the total energy liberated. It i clear from the 
figure that the expan ion upon buming i about the 
ame for all mixture . 
Thi re ult is exactl true, within the limits of ex-
perimental error, for the early tage of the burning of 
the hydrocarbon fuels. Here the experimental radiu s-
pre UTe relation is the arne for all three fuel , as i 
shown more clearly in figure 20, which al 0 include 
the curve of expansion ratio again t pressure as calcu-
lated by equation (6) at a pres ure of one atmosphere. 
During the later tage of the bUl'lling, small but con-
istent differences in expan ion became apparent when 
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FIGUR E 2O.- Pl'cssure-radius and pressure-ex pansion ratio relat ions for early stages 
of the burning of hydrocarbons. 
th resul ts for the epal'ate fuel were individually 
tr ated, USlllO' either graphi cal or empirical algebraic 
formulations. Th ob erved difference in S s thus 
appeal' to be due principally to differences in t tllTough-
out the entire explo ion and olely to this characteri tic 
in the early tage. 
Ourve of tran [ormation velocity St against pre.s -
ure for the four fuel are hown in figure 21. As 
previously discus ed for 0 , the e curves how a 
general trend toward higher values of t with increa ing 
charge temperature an] pre ure andl'eflect th hump 
in the S s curves. Effort to e;qJlode the hy lrocal'bon 
mi.xtures at low initial pressures to obtain data for 
i olating the effect of temperature and pres Ul'e on S{ 
were un uccessful because, in almo t every trial, there 
wa ignition both at the center and at the bomb wall 
where the park jumped about one-half inch from the 
electrode to the ground. 
The effect of the mall differen e in St, hown in 
nO'ure 21, upon the speeds of flame in pace can be t be 
illu trated by the following numerical example. At 
r= 3.6 entimeter and p = 7 centimeters of mercury, 
the difference for benzene and octane are ~Ss= 170 
and ~St= 31.6 centimeter per econd. This ratio of 
about 5.4 applie al 0 to the differences between ben-
zene and heptane and between heptane and octane. 
It, is thu apparent that tran formation velocity ha a 
very potent influence upon the peed at which flame 
moves in space through an explo ive mi.,ture. 
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In figw'e 22, the ri e in pre me is plottGd agaiu t tIl e 
percentage of the charge that has been inflamed. Th e 
CUl'ves epara.te omewhat a.s the bmning progresses. 
The dashed lines in the lower left-hand corner of tIllS 
figme have th slopes that the experimental CUl'v e 
houid have initia.lly if the chemical reaction wen t to 
equilibrium in tll e flame front. Tbe observed value 
of pre sme are always lower than would be exprcted on 
the ba i of thi as umption. In this same connection, 
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value of expan ion ratio shown in figure 20 are low at 
the tart and increase to a ma x-imum of about 6.2, 
which is con iderably les than a theoretical yalue 
greater than 10 calculated by a uming that equilibrium 
is establi hed in a negligible distance behind the flame 
front. Thu , aO"ain in the ca e of hydrocarbons, it 
appear that the acLual reaction mu t continue for ome 
di tance wi thin the flame, a wa preYiou ly concluded 
in reference 10. 
In figure 22 , i t will be noted t ha t the experimental 
curve are in the same order as the tho ere tical curve ; 
Ll1::Lt i , jn the order of the ratio of hydrogen to carbon 
in the fuels. Tbi order seem logical since the dissocia-
tion of CO2 i everal times as gren,t n,s tlmt of H 20 
under the prevailing conditions. 
In one experiment with normal-heptane, ethyl fluid , 
in an amount eq llivalent to 5 milliliter per ga llon of 
liquid fuel, wa added to the charge in the bomb. 0 
measlU"n,ble change in flame peed resulted. The de-
po it left on t he in teriOl' of the bomb cloude 1 the window 
o that i t had to be clenned. For this rea on, the ex-
periment wa not repeated. 
A tho rough examination of nIl the characteristics oJ 
normal bl'rnil1O" reveal that none can be correlated with 
tli e tendency of the fuel to knock. In fact, the relative 
behaYior of all three fLlel in the bomb is so nearly the 
ame that high a Cl u'acy of the measurement is nece -
sary to , bow any difference at all in those characteris-
tic ' wllich are in lependent of the apparatus. 
CONCLUSION 
1. In all explosion that have been photographed, 
t lt f'l"e is a hor t period ju t after igni tion when the 
velocity of the fl ame in space i abnormally low and 
increa ing. The duration of thi period increase as 
the ini tial pre Ul'e is ma.de Ie . TIl e rise in pre nre 
during the period of accelf' ratioll is too mall to be 
ULea ured wi th sufficient accuracy to show whether Lhe 
low ini tial values of the peed of flame in pace are due 
to ubnormal value of transformation velocity St or of 
sxpan ion E of the inflame 1 ga , or bo th. A po ible 
explanation for till peculiari ty of the cxplo ion records 
is that ome time may be rf'quired for the reaction zone 
to attain an equilibriW11. depth and tructure and that 
the flame front must travel at lea t this far from the 
park gap before a steady tate can be e tablished and 
before transformation yelociLy an 1 expansion ratio can 
reach their nonnal value . If this theory i correct, 
the depth of the reaction zone appears to be O"reater at 
lower press1.U·es. 
2. Following the initial period of acceleration, the 
speed of flame in pace reaches a maximum value that 
is practically constant until the walls of the explo ion 
ve e1 begin to exer t a significant influence on the out-
ward motion of the flame. Thi maximum value is a 
complex proper ty of the mixture, depending upon bot h 
S t and E but independen t of the appa r<ttu when large 
conta iner wi th ce.]) trnl igni tion are u ed. E sentia l1y 
the same maximum value for an equiva lent mi\:ture of 
CO and O2 containing 2.69 perc nt of water has been 
observed wi th a spherical bomb , a cylindrical bomb, 
and wi th oap bubbles. 
3. Carbon-monoxide explo ion from ini tial pressme 
of % and }~ atmosphere show no unexpected irregularities 
in either the flame trace or the pre sure records after 
the initial perio I of accelera t ion. Analy is how clear-
ly that, as the explo ion progresse , t11 tran formation 
velocity and the speed of fl ame in space app roEch 
equali ty, wbile the ga velocity omponent of the for-
ward motion of t he flame appro ache zero a t the bomb 
wall, in accordance with exi tin concept as to 1,he 
movement of fl ame and ga es d ring a.n explo ion. 
4. In all the explo ions at OJle atmosphere init.ial 
pre sure, the fl ame trace becomes ind efinite and d1e 
speed in space shows a sudden increa e when the fla me 
ha traversed about three-fourths the radiu of 1,he 
bomb. \.pparently, the tructur of the reaction zone 
undergoe some change uch a miO"ht re ul t from 1 he 
establisbmen t of new reaction chains, from a departlll"e 
of the flame front from a true phere, or from local 
turbulence. Until fLll"ther research indicate the na tl lTe 
and the causes of the di turbance, in terpreta.tion of dlC 
data lllU t remain uncertain beyond the point when' i t 
occurs. 
5. In all the explosions tudi d , there is a general 
mcrea e in the transformation velocity a the tempem-
tUJ'e and pre ure of the unburned charge ri e becan c 
of the adiabatic compre ion. 
6. In the explosions of 0 and O2, which i t wa po-
ible to analyze for the independ n t effects of tempern-
ture and pressure, both of the e variable upp ar to 
con tribute to the increase in t ran formation velocity. 
ome uncer tainty in the maO"nitude of the efrect 
ari e from the pos ibility that ot er factor , a ociaced 
in ome obscure way with the stage of the burni:'lg, 
may influence transformation veloci ties to an unknown 
exten t . 
7. Transformation velocitie are lowe t for the (J O 
explosion in spite of the fact th t the CO was mixed 
with pure O2 while the hydrocarbon mixture con-
tained large qllan ti ties of N 2• 
8. For the hydrocarbon , the transformation yelocity 
is highe t for benzene and lowest for i o-octane, with 
normal heptane intermediate. ddition of ethyl fl 'Jid 
to the heptane mixture proehl ed no appreciable change 
in flame speed. Thus t here app ar to be no relatlon 
between tran formation velocity under the condition 
of the eA"j)eriment and the tende cy to knock. 
9. In explo ions of 0 and O2, the pre ure rise i 
approximately the arne for a given ma of mixture 
inflamed, regardless of init ial pre UTe. Thi re8ult 
wa eA"j) ected from theoretical considerations, since the 
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only differences must result from rather econdaryeffects 
of temperature and pressure upon the chemical equili-
brium. 
National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington , D .O. , S eptembe7' 28,1939. 
10. During the early tages of the burning of the 
tlu-ee hydrocarbons, there i likewise no mea urable 
difference in the pres ure rise produced when a given 
fraction of the charge is inflamed. L ater in the burn-
ina, mall differences do appear in the order of the 
hydrogen-carbon ratio of the fuels, a might be antici-
pated from the thermal propertie of the product of 
combustion. 
11. For all the explosions, the rise in pressure for a 
given ma of charge infl amed is considerably les than 
would be expected from calculation based on thermal 
data and the as umption that the chemical reaction 
goes to equilibrium in a very thin flame front. The 
results therefore indicate that the burning is not com-
pleted in a very hallow reaction zone but that reaction 
and heat liberation continue for some time after the 
flame front ha passed. 
12. Observations of the gas movement within the 
phere of flame, made by following the bright trails 
left by burning particles of black glmpowder uspended 
in the mixture, also indicate the existence of continued 
reaction within the inflamed gases. 
13. The experimental evidence indicating that the 
reaction zone has a considerable depth tends to confiTm 
the explanation propo ed in conclusion 1 for the early 
period of acceleration of the flame. 
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TABLE I.- EXPERIMENTAL TIME-RADIUS RELATIONS 
MLxture 
( mOle) I)ercent 
Initial 
pressure -7 
(atm .) 
'rime 
(milliscc.) 
0.5 
1. 0 
1. 5 
2. 0 
2.5 
3. 0 
3 .. 1 
4. 0 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
0.5 
7.0 
7. [) 
.0 
.5 
9. 0 
9 .. 0 
10.0 
10. 5 
11. 0 
11. 5 
12.0 
12 .. ; 
13.0 
13.5 
14.0 
14 .5 
15.0 
15.5 
10. 0 
16.5 
17. 0 
17.5 
J8. 0 
18.5 
19. 0 
19.5 
0. 1:\8 
.371 
. 628 
.9 12 
1. 209 
1.523 
I. 847 
2. 1 1 
2.5211 
2.876 
3. 235 
3.598 
3.965 
4. 33 1 
4. 702 
5.073 
5. 44 3 
5. 14 
o. 178 
fi.535 
n.8 {j 
7.228 
i .5GG 
7. 94 
.212 
8.520 
.825 
9. 117 
9. 400 
9. GG8 
9. 919 
10. 155 
10.3 6 
10.607 
10.822 
11. 026 
11. 228 
11. 422 
J I. 612 
0 0 =64.87 
0 0=32. 44 
H ,O = 2.69 
0. 20 1 
.464 
. no 
1. 103 
I. 456 
l. 817 
2. 191 
2.578 
2.907 
3.36 1 
3. 758 
4. J53 
'I. 552 
4. 94 7 
5.341 
5.727 
n. 105 
6. 'I 4 
6.85-1 
7.2 15 
7.568 
7. 908 
8.240 
.562 
71 
9. 1U0 
9. 439 
9. 705 
9. 960 
]0. 203 
10. 440 
10. 672 
10.890 
11.11 1 
IU27 
11. 605 
II. 780 
J I. 970 
O,H ,= 4. 71 
0 ,=34. 97 
N,=60.32 
F lame rad ius 
(CIIl .) 
0.322 
.672 
1. 051 
1. 449 
1. 865 
2. 286 
2. 714 
3. 141 
3.569 
3.995 
4. 425 
4.849 
5. 268 
5.678 
0.078 
6. '176 
6.863 
7. 235 
7.608 
7.970 
8.3 1; 
8. 664 
9. 035 
9.389 
9.756 
JO. IOI 
10. 412 
10. 700 
10. 967 
J I. 225 
11. 465 
J I. 705 
0.529 
1. 106 
1. 709 
2.304 
2.90 
3.510 
4. 112 
4. 713 
5.3 
5. 8 
6. 451 
6. 998 
7.528 
8. 055 
.594 
9. 125 
9. 02.; 
10. 082 
10.504 
10.890 
11. 240 
J I. 56 1 
O,H ,,= 3. 23 
0 ,=35.51 
N,=61. 26 
0. 466 
. 974 
1. 505 
2. 051 
2.609 
3. 1G4 
3.720 
4. 27 
4.835 
5.379 
5. 905 
6. 'JIJ 
6. 916 
7. 409 
7.896 
. '109 
8.913 
9.386 
9. 2'1 
10. 21 5 
10.571 
10.900 
1l . 202 
OSH 18= 2. 6 
0 ,=35.65 
N,=61. 49 
0.433 
. 900 
1. 39 1 
1. 898 
2. 415 
2.933 
3. 451 
3. 972 
4. 4 9 
5.005 
5.511 
5. 99 
0. 476 
6. 936 
7. 384 
7. 35 
8. 286 
8. 742 
9. 192 
9. 014 
9.997 
10.349 
10.678 
10.988 
20 
Mixture I 
mole ~ (percent) 
Initial 
pressure ~ 
(atm .) 
Pressure 
(em. lTg. 
abs.) 
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TABLE II.- EXPERIlVlE TAL PRESSURE-RADI 
CO= 64. 7 
0 ,=32.44 
IT, O = 2.69 
C6H 6= 4.71 
0 ,=34.97 
N,=60.32 
RELATIONS 
C,H '6= 3.23 
0,=35.51 
N,=61.26 
Cs IT, s= 2. 6 
0 ,=35.65 
Nz=61. 49 
-----,---------,---------1---------1---------1----------1 
Hadius 
(em .) 
Pressur 
(em . Hg. 
abs.) 
Radius 
(elll.) 
Pressure 
(em . H g. 
nbs.) 
Radius 
(em.) 
Pressure 
(em. llg. 
abs.) 
Radi us 
(em .) 
Pressure 
(em. JIg. 
abs.) 
R adius 
(em .) 
Pressure 
(em . lig. 
abs.) 
Radi us 
(em.) 
1---------·---1------1-----1-----1-----1------1·-----1-----1-----1------11------1 
26. 75 
27.34 
27.53 
27.64 
28.26 
28.61 
29. 5 
30.80 
32.27 
37.39 
39.70 
44 . 21 
51.16 
58.23 
60.30 
65.42 
69.97 
75.35 
82.00 
4. 75 
88. 72 
93. 4 
99.61 
106. 9 
114.85 
I19. 99 
129. 34 
139.2 1 
149.72 
4.060 
4.530 
4. 30 
4. 15 
5.290 
5.550 
6. 100 
6.470 
6.970 
8.077 
.400 
.935 
9.550 
9.90 
10.095 
10.295 
10.525 
10.655 
10. 5 
10.930 
II. 020 
11. 180 
11 .250 
11. 410 
II. 535 
11. 6 15 
11. 730 
II. 845 
II. 975 
40. 11 
40.70 
41. 62 
42.06 
45. 17 
45.4 1 
46.44 
49. 16 
50.04 
52. 17 
52.28 
56.24 
56.35 
60.24 
63.33 
6.00 
71. 02 
71. 21 
75.22 
0.51 
0.58 
88.04 
.07 
95.05 
102. 
106.65 
117. 11 
117.5 
120. II 
127.98 
134. 43 
142.46 
149. 3 
149.81 
150.03 
4.165 
4.650 
4.970 
5.285 
6.205 
6.330 
6.6 5 
7. 125 
7.300 
7.535 
7.595 
. 050 
.105 
.5 10 
. 765 
9.095 
9.250 
9.255 
9.480 
9.700 
9.700 
10.000 
10.020 
10.215 
10. 41 5 
10.575 
10.780 
10. no 
10. 790 
10.930 
II. 0 5 
II . 160 
II. 315 
II. 290 
II . 26~ 
77.37 
7 .0 
79. 6 
80. 70 
81. 5 
82.6 1 
84. 17 
86.26 
87. 13 
.93 
90.27 
90. 70 
91. 92 
94.72 
97. II 
99.94 
100. 14 
103.07 
105.95 
108.24 
110.1 2 
Ill. 52 
114.91 
117. 79 
120.97 
125.8 1 
127. 74 
129.87 
133.63 
13 .37 
140.77 
141. 79 
14 .23 
160.27 
160.66 
175.57 
180.9 1 
199.85 
3.275 
3.630 
4.295 
4.665 
4. 15 
5.060 
5.435 
5.735 
5.920 
6.200 
6.360 
6.530 
6.560 
6.820 
7.0 10 
7.320 
7.355 
7.535 
7.745 
7.900 
8.060 
8.060 
. 250 
8. 420 
.550 
8.755 
8.840 
.930 
.060 
9. 135 
9. :300 
9.310 
9.430 
9.800 
9.835 
10.050 
10. 13" 
LO.420 
77. 22 
79. 07 
2.00 
85.49 
7.55 
90. 0 
94. 
98.34 
LOI. 20 
102. 70 
104.67 
108. 40 
112.3 1 
11 5.97 
120. II 
124.00 
128.05 
131. 20 
132.27 
136.07 
140. 07 
142.07 
14 5.73 
149.88 
153.90 
157. 46 
158.30 
163. I 
167.00 
171. 52 
176. 28 
I 2.15 
I 6.24 
190.01 
191. 72 
196.60 
20 1. 68 
2J7.60 
3.335 
4. 120 
4.945 
5.745 
6.050 
6.410 
6.915 
7. 140 
7.370 
7.580 
7.655 
7.895 
<.0 0 
8.350 
.500 
8.640 
8.840 
8.875 
8.9 15 
9.040 
9.200 
9.2i5 
9. 450 
9. 4S0 
9.560 
9.675 
9.630 
9.780 
9.820 
9.945 
10.0 15 
10. 11 5 
10.200 
10.230 
10.265 
10.335 
10.425 
10.470 
78. 19 
7 .8 
0.10 
8 1. 51 
3.52 
6. 70 
90. 16 
92.66 
94.70 
97.62 
99.65 
102. 09 
104. SO 
110.52 
1l7. 14 
119.81 
124 . 43 
132.80 
139. 79 
143. q4 
149. 43 
156.24 
162. 12 
172.73 
179.59 
185.20 
193 26 
204.21 
211. 62 
225.03 
3.685 
4. 030 
4.460 
4. Ii 
5.275 
5.855 
6.320 
6.690 
6.800 
7. I(i3 
7.29;; 
7.440 
7. (ilO 
.O?O 
· 397 
· 460 
· 650 
· 9 0 
9. 167 
9.255 
9. 430 
9.570 
9.680 
9.9 17 
10. 025 
10. 125 
10.240 
10.360 
10. 456 
10.590 
77. II 
7 .56 
SO. 19 
2. 78 
82.79 
. 19 
86. 3 
90.23 
92.64 
9.;. 8.5 
g . 76 
99.05 
10 1.74 
105. 16 
Ill. 72 
118. 45 
118.72 
125.92 
134. 17 
140.46 
140. I 
150. 10 
156.65 
162. 42 
166.66 
172. ~2 
173.22 
177. 19 
183. 49 
191. 71 
199.57 
204.7 
210. R6 
210.98 
217. 17 
223. 33 
2.960 
3.8:\0 
.\. 470 
5. 140 
5.095 
5. 600 
5. 840 
6.360 
6. 655 
6.950 
7.225 
7.270 
7.410 
7.670 
.0 0 
8.420 
8. 455 
8.730 
9.020 
9.200 
9.225 
9. 475 
9.595 
9 .. 5 
9.805 
9.8 5 
9.9 1.5 
9.995 
10.110 
10.235 
10.280 
10. 410 
10.400 
10.45.5 
10. 545 
10.605 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and m oments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
D esignation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL __ __ X 
LateraL __ ______ _ y 
N orll1aL ____ ___ __ Z 
Absolute coefficierLts of moment 
L M 0 =- 0 = -
I qbS ?II qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol 
X 
y 
Z 
Designation 
Rolling __ ___ 
PitchiDg ___ _ 
yawing __ __ 
N 
On=qbS 
(yawing) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
lvI 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
--
Y -----) Z RolL __ __ t/> u P 
Z----.? X Pitch ___ _ () v q 
X-~ Y yaw ____ _ if! 10 r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
VI, 
V s, 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow yelocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ~D4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ = ~ n s pn LF 
P, 
Os, 
1), 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient CP = ~D5 
Speed-power coefficient= .v P:: pn 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r .p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76 .04 kg-m/s=550 it-lb. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower= 1.0132 hp. 
1 m .p .h.=O.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 lb.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 

